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A Hilariously Funny Gag Notebook sure to give a good laugh to you or a family member/loved
one/colleague/friend or bestie on birthdays, valentines, Christmas, Mothers, Fathers day or any other gift

giving occasion.If giving to family, friends or colleagues this Notebook includes 120 wide ruled lined pages
(60gsm) for using as a journal, to take notes, for creative writing or journaling or just to vent their

frustrations.If giving to your partner it could also be used as a private notebook for writing love letters,
romantic (or naughty) ideas, future plans, thoughts and comments to each other.Can also be given as an

appreciative gift to show how thankful you are to your friend, partner, boyfriend, girlfriend, husband, wife or
spouse.6 x 9" size dimensions are a substantial size for writing and ideal for throwing in a handbag, backpack
or desk drawerMakes an ideal and perfect present idea for any gift giving occasion such as, valentines day,

christmas or a birthday.

napkins plates snacks. Learn more at radiotopia.fm. Dear sleep thanks for trying but you cant beat surfing the
net. An Archive of Our Own a project of the Organization for Transformative Works.

Police Pulled Me Over

A cop pulled me over and told me Papers so I said Scissors I win and drove off. At some point I would be
called to testify. The girl is married off when shes a teenager and shes telling the whole story. The hat which

https://westreadsensey.icu/books1?q=A cop pulled me over and said ''papers'' i said ''scissors, i win'' and drove off: gag gift notebook


was stolen from me this morning as I drove in my car. AIDS drugs for Africa I said and Sharonann wrote it
down. ambulance and drove off. You see your money again. There were no lights on inside. And then I saw
that he also wrote F on the paper. Darcy has the help of her Cousin Dillon a computerhacking wiz although he

is wanted by the police and must keep a low profile. For the day that they can say I fell off theyll be
celebrating . You and your sister cant decide what presents to give your parents for the . Learn more at

99percentinvisible.org. Our home was modest but birthdays and Christmas were always generous we went on
yearly vacations had 2 cars and there was enough money.
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